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Abstract

Topic models have gained extensive consideration from the information retrieval research
community. As a result, a variety of extensions of methods for modeling topics have been
developed. One of the primary motivating factors behind the majority of the extensions is to
model the topics for the different types of text domain or corpus. Topic models fundamentally
transform high dimensional corpus to the low dimensional topic subspace. The low dimensional
topic subspace is a set of a finite number of topics, which explains what the entire corpus is all
about, without actually going through the corpus document by document. The interpretability of
the topic models indicates how good the whole corpus is being explained by that finite set of topics.
It becomes essential for the topic models user for the further application of topic models. The
interpretability of topic model can be measured by semantic coherence, and coherence depends
on the semantic relationship among words of a topic. In statistical text processing, a topic is
a probability distribution over the vocabulary, and words of topics are ordered in descending
according to the probability value for that topic. Generally, low probable words in a topic might
be less semantically relevant compare to high probable words. As a result, the topic semantic
coherence measures decreases, and therefore the interpretability of the topic model gets affected.
In this work, We have developed a topic model using Latent Dirichlet Allocation for Gujarati
newspaper corpus. There have been three major contributions introduced. First, We optimize the
topic coherence of the topic models based on relevant words set for Gujarati text. As a result of
the optimization of topic coherence, the interpretability of an individual topic and topic model
as a whole can be enhanced. The enhanced interpretability of topic model enables it to explain
the corpus better. Secondly, we incorporated Gujarati linguistic knowledge for increase semantic
coherence. In addition, we eliminated identical topics and mix topics from the set.

The semantic coherence measure of the topic model turns out to be more significant
when it comes to discovering the topical structure of a language other than English, as each
language carries unique linguistic structure. Furthermore, Gujarati is an exceptionally inflectional
language, as a root word in Gujarati text may have 6 to 15 inflectional forms. Hence, Gujarati
is considered as a language with complex inflectional morphology. We developed a method to
reduce morphological inflectional forms of a word to its root word. We model the topics for text
collection with reduced inflectional forms. It decreased the vocabulary size of the corpus and in
turn, the inference time for topic models. Though it may curtail average word length in a topic,
the interpretability may be increased.

Moreover, The interpretability of topic model is also influenced by identical topics or
mixed topics. These topics can be considered as poor quality topics and must be eliminated
or transformed into good quality topics. We have developed a method to deduplicate topic set by
eliminating identical topics. Mixed topic has also been transformed into a topic which maps one
specific theme, instead of a combination of more than one themes. Aa a result, the topic model
becomes more precise understandable with respect the corpus.

1. Brief Description on the State of the Art of Research Topic

Information retrieval is the most necessitated field due to rapidly increasing sources of
information over the internet. Information is made available in the form of web pages,
documents, images, videos, audios and many more. Remarkable improvement has been
done in the performance of techniques for text summarization and document classification.
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Information retrieval has gained a lot of attention from researcher community and a result,
there is an enormous amount of research work being done for text summarization, document
classification, document retrieval, text mining, web content analysis, web page classification
and much more. The large text collection or corpus can be understood easily and quickly if
it is transformed to some low dimensional subspace.

Topic modeling techniques map the text collection to low dimensional topic subspace, which
is a cluster of words, known as a topic. Topic models are statistical models to uncover
the hidden structure of the text data. It gives the provision to navigate through large
text collection, digital library, web content and search interface through their ability to
automatically infer the topics and categorize the documents accordingly. It can explain the
corpus with a variety of ways, such as topic proportion in a document, how many documents
the specific topics span across, what fraction of the collection falls into various categories of
the theme [1].

The fundamental thought of topic model is that a document can be represented as a mixture
of topics and each topic is a probability distribution over the words of vocabulary. Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [2] is a very popular technique for topic modeling. Among the
variety of topic models proposed, LDA is a rightly generative model that is proficient in
generalizing the topic distributions so that it can be used to generate unseen documents
as well. The comprehensiveness of the generative process for documents is achieved by
considering Dirichlet priors on the document distributions over topics and on the topic
distributions over words.

2. Definition of the Problem

Topic models produce topics. The topic is a probability distribution over words of vocabulary.
Topics, the outcome of the topic models, might be utilized directly as the part of information
retrieval or as the intermediate output which works as the input to the next phase of
the task. The author-topic model [3], to search relation between author and corresponding
research area [4], scientific topic discovery [5], thematic structure discovery of patient notes
[6], Wikipedia links ambiguity removal [7], discovering health topics from twitter data [8]
are the kind of the topic model which utilizes the output as first-order of interest. On
the other hand, the work of summarizing multi-documents [9], Word sense induction [10],
image labeling [11], and sentimental analysis [12] have been applied topic models for the
second-order of user interest.

A topic can be evaluated based on the how good the words among that topics are
semantically relevant with each other. Topic interpretability can be measured in terms of
semantic coherence of words. The topic with good semantic related words is considered
coherent or more interpretable. The topics discovered by topic models have a varying
semantic coherence and it determines the interpretability of the topic models. The better the
interpretability of the topics, the better the topic model is. In other words, it explains better
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what the whole corpus is about. However, Topic modeling using LDA is an approximation
algorithm, it generates poor quality topics at times. The interpretability of poor quality
topics may not be good. Poor quality topics do have less coherence compare to the good
quality topics. The coherence of poor quality topics can be improved by replacing least
relevant words with more relevant words. Moreover, the linguistic structure of the language
may play a very important part of modeling topics from the text. For example, the
morphological inflectional forms of a specific language may result in the poor formation
of several topics.

3. Objective and Scope of Work

We have developed the topic model coherence optimization method. The corpus composed
of Gujarati text news articles. Following objectives have mainly been achieved.

• We have proposed an architecture for automatic topic coherence optimization. It is
based on a dataset of documents consist of semantically and conceptually relevant
words.

• We have implemented the method for topic coherence optimization for Gujarati text
corpus. In order to apply the proposed method, we first extracted and prepared the
Gujarati text corpus. Moreover, a dataset of relevant words also has been prepared for
coherence optimization.

• We have applied method for removing inflectional forms of words. As Gujarati is highly
inflectional language, a root word may have a large number of inflectional words. As
a result, the length of vocabulary increases. The time for topic inference relies on the
length of vocabulary. by reducing inflectional forms to its respective root word, the
length of vocabulary can be decreased to a remarkable extent. In turn, the time of
topic inference can also be decreased.

• Topic models output several topics which are very identical in terms of the probability
distribution of words over the vocabulary. These identical topics are redundant. They
do not contribute to the good interpretability of the topic model as a whole. We have
introduced a technique which removes identical topics from the set.

• Similarly, mix topics have also been considered as poor quality topics. They must be
transformed to the precise topic for better coherence. We have also introduced a method
which transforms mix topic to unmix topic.

4. Methodology of Research

4.1. Latent Dirichlet Allocation

Topic Models are a suite of algorithms for inferring major concepts hidden inside a very large
collection of unstructured documents [1]. For example, one gets to represents a collection
of thousands of the documents by just hundreds of clusters. In other words, it reduces
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the dimensions of the document collection. Topic modeling techniques basically transform
set of documents to set of topics. The topic is simply a set of words representing a real
world of the subject. Though Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) and probabilistic LSI (pLSI)
are two methods were applied initially for document summarization kind of work, Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is the state of the art method for generating the topics from
a document set. Though Latent Semantic Indexing is able to infer the subjects or themes
from a large set of documents, it does not provide structure to generate the documents
[13]. LSI maps the word with the specific topic, while pLSI maps word with the specific
topic and probability score of the word for the given topic. Even though PLSI is proficient
for document generation, it is not appropriate for the fully generative model. pLSI does
not have the strength to explain documents which are not part of the given collection [14].
As the document is inherently consisting of many topics with varying proportion of those
topics, LSI and pLSI do not fit the nature of the document to model the topics.

LDA is a probabilistic graphical model of the Bayesian network category. LDA explains the
generative story that how documents have generated given the probability distribution over
topics for a specific document and a probability distribution over words for a specific topic [2]
[15]. LDA generates document by document, given K topics. A document in the corpus is a
multinomial distribution over K topics, in turn, each topic is a multinomial distribution over
W words. In order to have topic more understandable and so the topic model, A document
would have a small number of topics and topic must be having a small number of words
[1]. The algorithm 1 depicts the document generation process by LDA [2]. We follow the
notations for LDA generative process as described. A corpus consists of D documents. There
and N words in a document. Actual words are shown as W. The Z is the topic assigned
to the word W of document d in D. The θ is a multinomial distribution over topics for
a document and ϕ is a multinomial distribution over words for a topic. The α and the β

are dirichlet parameters for θ and ϕ respectively, which is a distribution over distributions.
The Equation 1 depicts the probabilistic model of observed and hidden variables jointly [1].

As described in the algorithm 1, LDA generates the document by first sampling topic from
multinomial distribution over topics and then sampling word for that topic. But how to
model topics when documents are already having with us. This could be understood by
inference process. LDA deals with observed variables W – the actual words of the document
and hidden variables such as topic, document-topic proportion, and topic-word proportion.
The collapsed Gibbs sampling method can figure the value out of hidden variables from
the given joint distribution of observed variables and hidden variables. It also considers the
conditional probability distribution of the unobserved or hidden variable given the observed
variables. Gibbs sampling follows the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) approach for
inferring the topics from document collection [16] [15]. The collapsed Gibbs sampling
discovers the topics, document-topic proportion, and topic-word proportion concurrently.
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Algorithm 1: Generative Algorithm for LDA
Input: Dataset, K topics, Hyperparameter α and β
Output: Topic files, Topic Word distribution, Document Topic distribution
for All topics k ∈ [1, K] do

sample mixture components ϕ⃗k ∼ Dir(β⃗);
end
for all documents m ∈ [1,M ] do

sample mixture proportion θ⃗m ∼ Dir(α⃗);
sample document length Nm ∼ Poisson(ξ);
for all words n ∈ [1, Nm] in document m do

sample topic index Zm,n ∼ Milt(θ⃗m);
sample term for words Wm,n ∼ Mult( ⃗ϕZm,n);

end
end

Fig. 1: Shows the plate notation for LDA Generative Algorithm. Unobserved variables are
transparently encircled, while observed variables are shaded encircled. Plate shape indicates
iterations of the variable. The variable at the bottom-right corner of plate indicates number
of iterations [2].

P (W,Z, θ, ϕ;α, β) =
K∏
i=1

P (ϕi; β)
D∏

d=1

P (θd;α)
N∏

n=1

P (Zd,n | θd)P (Wd,n | ϕZd,n
) (1)

θd ∼ Dir(α) Zd,n ∼ Mul(θd)

ϕk ∼ Dir(β) Wd,n ∼ Mul(ϕk)

Dirichlet is good for modeling distribution over distribution.

P (θ | α) = Γ(
∑k

i=1 αi)∏k
i=1 Γ(αi)

θα1−1
1 · · · θαk−1

k (2)

α = K − 1 dimensional vector and αi > 0
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4.2. Gibbs Sampling - An Inference Method

The generative LDA technique narrates the process of how documents have been generated
from the given distribution over the topics for the specific document and distribution over the
words for the specific topic [2]. The scenario is exactly reverse when it comes to estimating
the topic distribution for the document and word distribution for the topic given a set of
documents. It follows the inferencing procedure to find out the parameters values, θ and ϕ,
for the given D documents.

In the statistical inference science, Gibbs sampling is the method to achieve a chain
of observations which are approximated by a specified multivariate distribution. Gibbs
sampling is useful when joint distribution is not known or difficult to sample directly,
but the conditional distribution is known and easy to sample from [17] [15]. The sequence
of observation can be used to approximate marginal distribution of a random variable or
group of random variables. Generally, Gibbs sampling is connected with Bayes theorem.
It is a randomized method and being used as an alternate of deterministic approach such
as the Expectation-Maximization algorithm. It can be considered as a general architecture
for sampling from a large group of random variables. Gibbs sampling fits very nicely in the
Bayesian network when the posterior distribution is to be inferred from the prior distribution
and observed random variables. The reason being is that the Bayesian network is about
the conditional distribution of random variables [18]. In connection with Latent Dirichlet
Allocation, there is a conditional dependency between hyperparameters α and latent variable
θ. Likewise, ϕ is conditionally dependent on the β.

5. Original Contribution by the Thesis

5.1. Proposed Method and Architecture

The architecture and detail workflow have been depicted in the figure 2. The preprocessor
components is the importnat, as the preprocessing turns out to be most crucial and
challenging part when it comes to the language other than of the English. Right from
the corpus extraction to input the corpus into the algorithm, it takes few steps to shape it
algorithm compatible. First of all, the extracted dataset may find enormous noise inherently.
As the topic clustering only concerns the text, all images are to be removed from the
extracted document. In addition, it also has been found out that even almost all contents
are in the Gujarati language available in the newspaper, there could be the Hindi and the
English Text. The reason being is the Gujarat territory is surrounded by the Hindi speaking
people’s state such as Maharashtra and Madhya Pradesh. Stop words are removed in the
first stroke. Then single letter words are removed. This is important as single letter words
does not contributes much to the information.

Topics are discovered by statistical inference. The whole inference process operates on corpus
document by document, and word by word for each document. Each topic may contain
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(a) Architecture (b) Workflow

Fig. 2: The Proposed Architecture has been depicted in the figure 2a with the components
and their interaction among them. The relevant word set is collection of document. Each
document in turn collection of semantically relevant words. The figure 2b shows the detail
sequence of the steps. The preprocessing takes five stages one after another.

words from multiple documents. In order to infer the topic, the inference method chooses
most likely set of topics for the specific document and most likely set of words for the
specific topic. It places high semantically relevant words top in the order in a topic as per
the probability score for those words. All words in a topic should be semantically relevant
for better interpretability of that topic. But few words in a topic might not be related
semantically with other words of that topic. These words are found generally down in the
order of the list in the topic. The topic inference process is carried out by Gujarati Text
LDA (GT_LDA) component.

The words of the topic are sorted by probability score. Top words of the topic are highly
probable and semantically relevant to each other. Though there are few words which are
low probable respectively, may not be as relevant as top words. They might be irrelevant
many a times. Furthermore, these irrelevant or less relevant words may find some topic in
the set, in which they fit better. So, less relevant or irrelevant words for one topic may be
more relevant to another topic of the same set. Because they might have occurred in the
same document which is about two different aspects. Topics with these irrelevant words may
result in low semantic coherence. These words can be positioned to the appropriate topic as
per the probability value. The topic reassignment is done by the reassignment component
which uses the relevant word dataset. On the same line, irrelevant words of that topic may be
eliminated for better coherence. To accomplish the view, we have built a set of documents.
Each document in this set is a bag of semantically relevant words and represents a specific
subject or topic. For example, “Science” may be a document with words relevant to science
domain. In simple terms, An appropriate topic can be searched for less relevant and low
probable words of topics. It probes a more appropriate topic from a discovered set of topics.
Finally, it eliminates low probable words of that topic and places more semantically fitting
words. The topic coherence is measured by topic coherence analyzer. The whole process can
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be understood with the help of an example.

The Table 1 depicts the topics inferred for the Gujarati text news corpus. Out of set, 8
topics have been shown. For each topic, top 12 probable words have been selected for the
representation of that particular topic. As LDA does not have the provision of automatic
labeling of topics, and they are labeled manually. However, LDA does not insist on having a
label for each topic because the topic is considered as the probability distribution of words.
If we assign some meaningful label, then it would be more interpretable and understandable.
For example, topic 1 can be assigned a label such as ’ચલિચદૠળ’ (The movie) or ’મનોરંજન’(The
entertainment). Similarly, topic 2, topic 6 and topic 7 could be labeled as ’કર અને સેવાઓ’
(Tax and Services), ‘મા હતી’ (Information) and ‘બળૠદુષણ’ (Pollution) respectively. Though
all topics represent a specific theme, there are some cases in which a mismatch could be
found out. For example, the word ‘સોભૠટવેર’ does not fit in the topic ’ચલિચદૠળ’ (The movie).
In other words, the word ‘સોભૠટવેર’ is more fitting to the topic મા હતી’ (Information) then
to ’ચલિચદૠળ’ (The movie). By the same token, the last word under the topic 3 seems more
suitable then topic 4. It can be stated that if words are exchanged according to their semantic
relationship with other words of that topic, Then it may dispay the topic very precisely.
As a result, the semantic coherence of the topic increses. Consequently, it may make the
topic more interpretable. It is easily identifiable that the last word of topic 2 and topic 3
are exchangeable for better coherence and interpretability. As shown into the architecture,
the basis of exchange of the words is a central repository of relevant words. words exchange
may refer to this mapping.

TABLE 1: Topics inferred for the Gujarati text
Topic_1 Topic_2 Topic_3 Topic_4 Topic_5 Topic_6 Topic_7 Topic_8
ફવૠમ ઞૂએસટી સદી ડોલર રાિશમાં નેટવક માનવ-સિજત સરકાર
ફવૠમો દેશમાં બળૠથમ બઞીરમાં મીન ઉપયોગ નકારાદૠમક માઈનોરીટી

ડાયરેગૠટર દર િવકેટે િવસૠ કામ વધારે ઞૂવસૃિહૠને ક્અઙળૠેસ
આનંદ સિવસ ફટકારી ભાવો બપોરના હાડવેર ઊઅધણો વોટ
હટ ટેકસ ઓવરમાં નીચામાં આપની ડેટા મોનોકસાઈડ લોકસભામાં

હોિલવૂડની સેવાઓ ભારત સાંજે આગામી ઈફૠટરનેટ ઠાલવો ઉદાહરણ
હફૠદી પનૠિતમાં ન્અધાવી ડોલરની આપના મદદ રજકણ ક્અઙળૠેસના
ગીત સિવસીઝ ચેજ ડોલરવાળા સમય મા હતીનું િવસજન આઝાદી
સજક ઞીમીન ભારતે મળૠેફૠટ નગૠહદૠળમાં ઉપકરણો બળૠ ગળૠયાને ફગૠસૂઅગનો

કમ઼ૠથાનમાં સયૠય સુકાની ડોલરના નોકરી કોરૠબૠયુટર ળૄપમાં લોકાયુગૠત
સાંબળૠદાિયગૠતા ગવાઈઓ ઉઅઙૠલેફૠડ કુદાવી રાહત મા હતીની હાિન લોકપાલ
સોભૠટવેર બોલ ભાજપ િવરોધ પ રયળૠમણ આપ-લે પદાથ્ળૠના િવધાનસભા

Similarly, 2 shows topics with word and the corresponding probability. It can be found that
last two words of Topic 1 fit better in Topic 4. Moreover, last two words of Topic 4 are
more appropriate for Topic 1. The figure 3 explains the process of coherence optimization
by means of words replacement. For the ‘Topic 0’, it locates low probable words which may
be irrelevant normally. Then it searches for a most relevant document from the set based
on these words. On successful search, it finds out another topic(e.g.‘Topic 1’) from the set
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TABLE 2: Topics inferred for the Gujarati text with probability

Topic 1 [ શેરબઞીર ] Topic 2 [ ઞૂએસટી ] Topic 3 [ કોરૠબૠયુટર નેટવક ] Topic 4 [રાજકીય]
Word Prob. Word Prob. Word Prob. Word Prob.
ડોલર 0.12 ઞૂએસટી 0.11 નેટવક 0.13 સરકાર 0.08
બઞીરમાં 0.12 દેશમાં 0.04 એકબીઞી 0.06 માયનોરીટી 0.04
િવસૠ 0.10 દર 0.04 મા હતીનું 0.04 ક્અઙળૠેસ 0.04
ભાવો 0.10 સવૂળૠશ 0.04 ઉપકરણો 0.04 વોટ 0.03
નીચામાં 0.07 સેવા 0.03 ઊઅટરનેટ 0.04 દેશમાં 0.03
સાંજે 0.07 ગવાઈઓ 0.03 આદાનબળૠદાન 0.04 લોકસભામાં 0.03
ડોલરની 0.07 વેરા 0.03 ડેટા 0.04 આઝાદી 0.02
ઔંશના 0.05 વૈિસૠક 0.03 કોરૠપુટરો 0.03 લોકાયુગૠત 0.02
સમાચારો 0.05 દંડની 0.03 ડાયેલ 0.03 લોગૠપાલ 0.02
ઝડપી 0.03 બળૠકારની 0.03 રેકોડ 0.03 ફિગૠસંગ 0.02
આંચકા 0.01 બળૠકાશ 0.02 િવધાનસભા 0.01 ળૄિપયા 0.01
છેવૠે 0.01 ઞીમીન 0.02 ભાજપ 0.01 મજબુત 0.01

which is more appropriate. It replaces low probable words in that ‘Topic 1’ by low probable
words of ‘Topic 0’.

Algorithm 2: Topic Optimization
Algorithm
Input: Topic Set T, Relevant

WordSet R
Output: Optimized Topic Set
for Each topic ti in T do

Extract low probable words
for For each Document dr in
Relevant WordSet do

Locate relevant document
(low probable words)

Find best fit topic (relevant
word document)

Replace low probable words
of topic ti by tj

end
end

Fig. 3: depicts how irrelevant words, which are
low probable too, get replaced by low probable
but more relevant words.

The algorithm 2 shows the pseudo code of topic coherence optimization. In the first step,
it locates the least probable words of a topic. Then it probes relevant words of those least
probable words from the relevant word data set. Those relevant words will be matched
against each topic one by one. When all the relevant words are found in a specific topic, low
probable words of that topic would be replaced by least probable words which were spotted
in the very first step of the process.
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5.2. Gujarati Morphological Analysis

Gujarati is an exceptionally inflectional dialect. Gujarati can have different postpositions
including nouns or verbs. Morphological complexity may vary from language to language.
For example, English can be considered as simple inflectional morphology, as it has four
differing noun forms. On the hand, finish is a complex inflectional language with 14 noun
forms in singular and plural [19]. A root word may have 6 to 15 inflectional forms either in
the form of noun or verb. There are many words having more than 15 inflectional forms. For
example, The root word ’બનવું’ (To make/To happen) covers 18 inflectional forms such as
’બનાવ, બનાવતા, બનાવનાર, બનાવમા, બનાવવાની, બનાવવાનું, બનાવવાનો, બનાવવામાં, બનાવી,
બનાવીએ, બનાવેલા, બનાવેલી, બનાષૠયા, બનાષૠયું, બનાષૠયો, બનીને, બનેલી, બફૠયું, બફૠયો’. Gujarati
grammer may affect in generating the inflectional forms of the words. For example, ’કોઈપણ’
and ’કોઇપણ’ (anybody) have the same meaning but different gujarati spelling.

While inferencing topics, each word is assigned a topic. Initially, the random topic assignment
is made. Then, during each iteration, the assignment is estimated for each word of each
document based on the assignment of other words in the collection. Additionally, vocabulary
is referred while the process of reassignment. It means the size of vocabulary matters as a
part of the whole process of inference. It is obvious that the vocabulary may be quite large
in terms of discrete words. If the language of text corpora under study is rich inflectional
morphologically, the vocabulary may get even bigger. This may result in computationally
expensive. This limitation can be overcome by reducing inflectional forms to its root word.
The inference time may be reduced by decreasing the size of vocabulary. The experimental
outcome got aligned with analysis.

In Gujarati, inflectional forms are formed by appending root word and suffixes. There are
several common suffixes which encounter very frequently with root words. The table 4 shows
the suffixes considered in this work.

TABLE 3: Suffixes in Gujarati text

TABLE 4: Most common suffixes in Gujarati
Suffiex Inflectional Word Root Word
’નો’ (No) ભારતનો ભારત
’ના’ (Na) ળૄિપયાના ળૄિપયા
’ન’ે (Ne) વડાબળૠધાનને વડાબળૠધાન
’નુ’ં (Nun) નેતાનું નેતા
’ની’ (Nee) ફાંસીની ફાંસી
’માં’ (MaN) ભાવમાં ભાવ
’થી’ (Thi) આગથી આગ
’માંથી’ (ManThi) નેદૠળમાંથી નેદૠળ
’ઓના’ (ONa) આતંકીઓના આતંકી

TABLE 5: Average Occurrence of
suffixes in Gujarati Newspapers

Suffiex % of Occurrence
’નો’ (No) 1.62
’ના’ (Na) 3.73
’ન’ે (Ne) 3.87
’નુ’ં (Nun) 0.83
’ની’ (Nee) 4.46
’માં’ (MaN) 4.85
’થી’ (Thi) 1.82
’માંથી’ (ManThi) 0.52
’ઓના’ (ONa) 0.02
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5.3. Poor Quality Topics Elimination

The topic model follows the generative strategy, and their automatic evaluation might not
get aligned with human judgment [20]. Though topic models provide a sensible way to model
the topics over the set of documents. The interpretability of the model depends upon the
quality of the corpus it has been fed to [21] [22]. Though the majority of the evaluation of
topic models surrounds the perplexity, it does not reflect the accurate semantic measurement
of individual topics. The work already has been carried out to prove that human judgment
can be contrary to the perplexity measure [23].

Topic inference process ends up with a set of topics. Many of the topics are expressive,
fitting to a precise theme and valuable, these topics are considered of good quality. But
there are some topics which can be categorized as poor quality. Poor quality topics could
not be interpreted semantically with ease. This subset of bad or poor quality topics may
raise the struggle to understand the corpus properly. They all together do not illuminate
text collection properly. Before we proceed for understanding poor quality topics in detail,
let’s recognize what we look for having a ‘Good’ topic. For example, the group of words
shown as ’Topic 1’ in the table 6 is semantically relevant to each other with respect to the
‘Health’. The words are coherent and they may appear together in a document about fitness
or health guidelines. There are a variety of ways a topic can be entitled as “bad”. There
is no standardized method to categorize the topic as “bad”, but it is contextual depends
on the task, users, and various other factors. We have dealt with two kinds of poor quality
topics, one is identical topics and another is mixed topic.

5.4. Identical Topics

There is not an uncommon issue that topic models produce several topics seem alike. One of
the important objectives of the topic models is to represent the large number of documents
with a very lessened set of topics, which may provide the view what the collection is about.
Obviously, identical set of topics does not contribute in reach out this objective [21]. For
example, Topics depicted in 6 are conveying the similar theme.

Moreover, more than 80% words on the topic are overlapping. Likewise, Table 7 shows
example of topics inferred from Gujarati text collection. Topic 3 is about the ’઼ૠવજૠછ ભારત
અિભયાન ’ (The Clean Up India Campain) and Topic 4 is relevant with ’અમે રકી બળૠમુખપદ
માટેની ચૂંટણી’ (United States presidential election, 2016). We may observe that Topic 3 and
Topic 5 are looking almost similar, while Topic 4 get aligned with Topic 6 semantically.

By taking this argument into the consideration, the question can be posed that are topics
easily distinguishable from each other? In other words, if topics get overlapped with each
other either fully or partially, in terms of words they contain, they might be found
indistinguishable. The interpretability of the topic models could be improved by getting
rid of identical or duplicate topics.
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TABLE 6: Identical Topics (En-
glish Text)

Topic 1 Topic 2
Gym Fit

Guidelines Gym
Diet Excercise

Fitness Workout
Grains Doctor
Growth Grains
Doctor Diet
Yoga Growth

Exercise Gym
Weight Calorie

TABLE 7: Identical Topics (Gujarati Text)

Topic 3 Topic 4 Topic 5 Topic 6
અિભયાન મતદારો ગંદકી ચૂંટણી
ભારત હલેરી ઼ૠવજૠછતા રીપિમૠલકન
઼ૠવજૠછ પાટૂળૠ ગાંધીના ટંપે

અ઼ૠવજૠછતા અમે રકી સાફ-સફાઈ ડેમોગેળૠટ
આંદોલન ટરૠપ ઞીળવતાં રાહૠપિત
ઞીહેર ડેમોગેળૠ ટક દેશભરમાં ઞૂત

ઞીગૃતતા િગૠલફૠટન અિભયાનમાં અમે રકા
દેશભરમાં રપિમૠલકન સુથરા મતદાન
િમશન ઇલેગૠટોરલ અ઼ૠવજૠછતા ઉમેદવાર
ઠેરઠેર બળૠમુખપદ નાગ રક બાઞૂ

5.5. Mixed Topic

A mixed topic is the composition of two different concepts. They are not semantically
coherent as a whole, but if words are bifurcated in subsets, they actually make sense to the
user. Let’s assume a set of words S = w1, w2, . . . , wn. If one tries to interpret in the context
of one of the concept or theme, they do not make sense. Instead, words are divided into two
separate subsets S1, S2, they are meaningful in respective context. For illustration, words
shown below are not expressive jointly.

TABLE 8: Mixed Topic
Category (English Text)

Topic 7 Topic 8
Election Energy

Leadership Galaxy
Congress Earth
Lobbyist Force
Electoral Explosion

NYSE Championship
Predict Basketball

NASDEQ Football
Profitability Point

Peak Match

TABLE 9: Mixed Topics
(Precise Separation)

Topic 9 Topic 10
ગંભીર નાણાં
હાલત કર
ટગૠર ઼ૠકીમ

અક઼ૠમાત બૉઅક
મોત ળૄિપયા
ડેટા મેચ

આઈઓએસ આઈપીએલ
ચેટ ઞૂત
ઓફર બળૠીિમયર
ભળૠી લીગ

TABLE 10: Mixed Topics
(Interleaved Words)

Topic 11 Topic 12
ગંભીર આઈપીએલ
હાલત કર

આઈઓએસ નાણાં
અક઼ૠમાત ઞૂત
ચેટ બળૠીિમયર
ટગૠર ઼ૠકીમ
ઓફર બૉઅક
ભળૠી ળૄિપયા
મોત લીગ
ડેટા મેચ

Actually, the words are a mixture of two different subjects. ’Topic 7’ composed of two themes,
where first half of the words about ’Election’, while the second half of words is about ’Stock
Market’. Likewise ’Topic ’8 is about ’Astronomy’ and ’Sports’. Similarly, Table 9 represents
two topic of category ’Mixed’, in which ’Topic 9’ is about ’રોડ અક઼ૠમાત અને ડેટાપેક’ (Road
Accident and Datapack) and ’Topic 10’ is about ’બૉઅકીગ અને આઈપીએલ’ (Banking Sector and
IPL). ’Topic 11’ and ’Topic 12’ also are ’mixed’ category of topics but the words are not
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precisely separable by single cut. In other terms, the words are interleaved with each other.
The words of respective themes are separated by different colors.

6. Experimental Results and Comparison

We performed experiments with a collection of news articles. The articles are an electronic
version of the physical copies of the newspapers circulated. The collection of D = 800 articles
were extracted from last 1 year published Gujarati newspapers. The experiments were run to
infer 70 topics and coherence measured for two methods Pointwise Mutual Information(PMI)
and Normalized Pointwize Mutual Information(NPMI). The obvious way to start with was
to tokenize the corpus. Hence, the corpus was converted to the bag-of-words wherein order
of words of the original documents are not taken care. In order to make the topic inference
process more precise, one must get rid of stop words, those words which occur very frequently
in the document and so in the corpus and does not contribute to knowledge acquiring [24].
In the same line, the words appearing fewer than 3 times in the corpus removed. As a
result, The whole corpus was consisting of 54,725 number of tokens and 2282 words in the
vocabulary at the end of preprocessing.

6.1. Automatic Evaluation of Topic Coherence

A couple of experiments carried out for measuring the topic coherence. We have followed
the approach suggested in [25] for reference corpora. Instead of following external reference
corpora such as Wikipedia or Google [22] [20] [26]. We selected the relevant word set as
reference corpora. First, we measured the topic coherence for all inferred topics. Secondly,
optimization performed by swapping of last few words between two topics. The number
of words for swapping ranges from 2 to 5. The results showed that coherence increased
when words got swapped with other low probable words among inferred topics. The finding
supported the coherence measurement methods that as the co-occurrence of any two words
increases in a topic, the semantic coherence also increases proportionally. As explained in
the proposed methods, words are exchanged among the topics based on their fitting to
another topic in the set. The results also revealed that semantic coherence of the topic
increased with a number of words exchanged. The figure 4a and the figure 4b shows the
result of coherence measurement by NPMI and PMI method respectively. As more and more
semantically relevant words are put together, the topic coherence would be increasing and
same supported by outcomes of the experimentation.

We also performed an experiment to observe the correlation of automatic measure of topic
coherence with how human interpret the topic. To rate the topic manually, we followed 3-
scale rating as introduced in [25] [27] [26]. It is not always to have 3-ratings, in [28], human
judge for topic semantically depends on 4 categories. In this setup, They are categorized
as “Good”, “Intermediate”, or “Bad”. If the topic is easily interpretable and conveys a
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(a) PMI (b) NPMI (c) Human

Fig. 4: The coherence of topics (Y-axis) has been measured with a)PMI and b)NPMI. There
have been considered four different scenarios. Last 1 to 5 words have been replaced. In each
case, The coherence score increased after replacing low probable words by high probable
words. compared to inferred topics. The figure 4c shows how good human judgment matched
with automatic evaluation. Both agreed on ’Good’ and ’Bad’ topics almost similarly.

precise concept, then it would fall down under the “Good” category of the topic. Likewise,
if not interpretable at all, then it goes to the “Bad” bucket of the category. In some of
the cases, the topic could not be said as “Good” or “Bad”, then we have “intermediate”
category. The automatic topic coherence has been measured by Normalized Pointwise Mutual
Information.

The outcomes supported the optimization process. It could be observed that human
judgment and automatic evaluation goes inline with each other. On the other side, after
optimization process applied to the topic models, it improves the interpretability of the set
of topics. The experts also have rated the topics accordingly. The figure 4c shows comparison
based on individual topic NPMI score. It reflected the same as a human judge.

6.2. Analysis of Morphological Inflectional forms

We performed set of experiments for dataset composed of 1300 news articles. The total
number of tokens were 1,54,710. After removal of stop words, words with digits, alphanumeric
words, it has been left with 4811 distinct words. The experiments were carried out with two
variation combination, before /after inflectional forms reduction and before/after single letter
word removal. It resulted in varying vocabulary size. The vocabulary size for not reduced
inflectional forms and not removed single word letters was 4811. It was 4744 after inflectional
form reduction. It was 4185 after single letter removed but not reduced inflectional forms.
And, after inflectional forms reduction and single letter word removal, it left 4100 distinct
words. The table 5 depicts the type of suffix and its corresponding average occurrence.

In the first test, we ran the experiment with 800 news articles with 54,725 tokens and 5374
distinct tokens, i.e vocabulary size. The vocabulary was reduced to total 4291 distinct word
types after morphologically inflectional forms reduction to the root words. The experiment
ran for 30 topics discovery. It has been found that with a small number of topics, an inference
could have done little quicker.
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(a) Inflectional Forms Reduction (b) Time Measure (c) Average Word Length

Fig. 5: Figure 5a shows comparison of inference time taken for a various number of iterations.
It has been observed that running time decreased after the inflectional forms reduction to
root words. The difference between inference time got wider as number of iteration increases.
Figure 5b depicts the inference time for before and after inflectional forms reduction or single
letter removal. Figure 5c shows the average word length.

The dataset extracted again from news articles with total number 1300. In this setup, larger
documents have been considered compared to the previous experimental set up. The corpus
composed of total 1,54,710 tokens with 12,385 distinct terms. After reduction, vocabulary
left with total 9557 number of word types. There are several words which have the suffixes
occurred in between the letters of that words. Those are not considered as suffixes and not
actually eliminated here. In fact, they are part of word and not suffixes. The word may lose
its meaning if suffixes are eliminated.

6.3. Poor Quality Topics Elimination

We experimented for deriving 25, 50, 75 and 100 topics to observe the effect of removal
of the identical topics. All three methods have been considered for the measurement. The
experimental run into two steps, before and after eliminating indistinguishable topics. The
results uncovered that distance increased after removal of identical topics from the set. The
distance between two vectors of words could be measured using various methods such as
cosine distance, Euclidean distance, Jaccard distance etc. It indicates that overall similarity
of the topic model decreased as topic set left with all distinguishable topics. The method
has been implemented in python with the help SciKit learn API [29].
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(a) Mix Transform (b) Identical deduplica-
tion

(c) Mix and Identical (d) Average Distance

Fig. 6: The chart depicts the distance measured before and after poor quality topics removal.
It measures the Jaccard distance between each individual pair of topics, values are summed
up and then averaged. Figure 6b is for Jaccard distance after identical topic removal and
Figure 6a is for mix topic transformation. Figure 6c shows Jaccard distnace after both,
identical topic deduplication and mix topic transformatin. And figure 6d depicts comparision
among all.

We ran another test, a various number of topics have been considered for the experiment.
The Jaccard distance has been taken for the measurement as it fits better for finding the
uniqueness between two-word set. The outcome of the test uncovered the fact that as the
number of topics increases, the proportion of identical topics may also increase. Therefore,
the distance between two topics goes down. Consequently, the overall distance among the
topics also may decrease. After elimination of identical topics, the set has been left with
almost majorly differentiable topics. The figure 6 shows the comparison.

7. Conclusion

In this work, we have introduced an innovative concept of topic model coherence
optimization. The complete framework has been presented to achieve the goal for topic
semantic coherence improvisation. We performed experiments to test our hypothesis for the
topic coherence optimization. The outcomes of the experiments revealed that if irrelevant
and low probable words are replaced by some more relevant words in the topic, then
semantic coherence of the topic increases, and so of the entire topic model. We have shown
that preprocessing becomes a very significant part when Gujarati language text is to be
processed, analyzed and summarized. We have also observed that words must be reduced
to its root word as Gujarati is highly inflectional language. The reduction of inflectional
forms of a word to its root word resulted in compact vocabulary in size. Consequently, the
performance of inference process became better in terms of time. Moreover, poor quality
topic affects the overall coherence of the model and so needs to be reduced. We attempted
to deduplicate identical topics from the topic set. Identical topic elimination proved an
increase in the distance among topics.
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